In this paper we give a comparative treatment of 'the DID depolarized scattering in both the Rayleigh and Raman cases. We deal with the Raman vibration effect associated with a total symmetric normal mode, so that the depolarized scattering of the isotropic molecule is entirely of a collisional nature.
In contrast with the much investigated depolarized Rayleigh scattering [1] [2] [3] , previous studies of the depolarized Raman scattering were generally limited to low density gases [4] . For (2), (8) , one obtains for the Rayleigh and Raman VV scattering :
In these formulae the geometrical phases disappear for different reasons. First, the theory of fluctuations gives [7] , far enough from the critical point, where R is the ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, XT the isothermal compressibility and VM the molar volume. Second, because of the incoherence of the Raman phases .pi, one has Therefore :
The same substitution of (1) in (5) yields for the total hyperpolarizability the expression where The two terms in (16) , Q'S'j and Qj Sij, correspond to the following alternative concerning the mechanism of the double scattering associated with the pair q : 1) Rayleigh scattering by j followed by Raman scattering by i ; 2) Raman scattering by j followed by Rayleigh scattering by i. Then (9) gives since the contributions of the four terms Q Qm, Q i Q n@ Q j Q m, Q i Q" are equal (1 [2] and Alder [8] , it is convenient to classify the various terms in (20) in doublets (two equivalent possibilities : Sfj3 Sfj3 and S(% S{i3)' triplets (four equivalent possibilities : S'j Sf'3(j =1= n), S 13 ij S'rJ(i =1= m), S% SQ §( j # m), Sfj3 S/)(I # n)), and quadruplets (Sfj3 S'r3, where all indices are different). The factor A(p) disappears when passing to the depolarizing ratio :
In conclusion, the problem of the depolarized scattering is reduced to the statistical problem of the doublet, triplet, and quadruplet correlations (23) , thus proving the fundamental identity of the basic mechanism for this type of scattering in both the Rayleigh and Raman cases. However, to this order of approximation, quadruplet correlations contribute to I©fiY, nRay, but not to IRamVH , nRam.
In contradistinction to the depolarized scattering, the statistical mechanism is not the same for polarized Rayleigh and Raman scattering (see the disappearance of the geometrical phases qi in (10) and (11) (22) they are proportional to (NI V)2, (N/V)3, (N/V)4, respectively. On the other hand, for an ideal gas, and thus, from (12) , (13) , (18) , (19) , (24) :
The Raman depolarization ratio is twice the Rayleigh one, a relation first proposed by Holzer and Le Duff [4] . One has to avoid considering (27) as the consequence of the additivity of the two channels in (16) , since the latter concerns the fields only, not the intensities. In fact, (27) loses its validity at higher densities. 4. The high density limit (p/po 1). - The only complete treatment of this limit is based on the lattice model (or vacancy model) of Thibeau et al. [1] , [3] .
(For other model treatments, see [2] , [9] .) It a) Machine calculations in molecular dynamics [8] .
b) Statistical calculations taking into account the triplet term [10] - [12] .
The results of b) are reasonably valid on the low side of the intermediary densities domain. In addition, the problem can be approximately solved by interpolation between the results of § 3 and § 4.
As a matter of fact, the high density formulae (38), (39) join the low density results (25), (26) [14] , [4] show that the ratio ,Ram/,,Ray is in fact greater than 1 ( ~ 1.3 for SF6, ~ 1.5 for CF4), but lower than the theoretical value 2. Since the theoretical value does not depend on the intermolecular potential, this suggests that the discrepancy between theory and experiment reflects the limitations of the DID approximation.
For SF6 and CH4 the measured low density slope of the curve nRam versus density p (in amagat units) at room temperature (300 K) is (7 ± 1) 10-5 and (3.5 ± 0.5) 10-5, respectively [4] . Using (25) in the form one obtains, after angular averaging, and, with the aid of the low density pair distribution function n is the particle density, the density p in amagat units being defined by the ratio n/no, where no is the particle density under standard conditions. Buckingham and Pople [15] 
